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Abstract—with the processing of CMOS technology, the technology of video acquisition based on CMOS is becoming a new trend. However, 
many CMOS camera chip is not supported by the newest Linux kernel yet. In this paper, the method of designing the  CMOS  camera  
driver  based  on  S3C2440 developing  board  with  the  embedded  Linux  environment  is  introduced The system uses 
SAMSUNG S3C2440 as a microprocessor, the camera equipment is OV9650. SAMSUNG S3C2440 uses 16/32 bit ARM920T 
RISC technology for the core. ARM9 is continuously monitoring the video by using OV9650 CMOS camera. For the ARM9 
board USB based Wi-Fi module is connected and sending video continuously through Wi-Fi. Any smart phone with hotspot 
enabled one will be used to create a Wi-Fi hotspot which will create the Wi-Fi network. After the Wi-Fi network is created, 
ARM9 board will connect to that network using its own Wi-Fi module, and all the other clients (computers or laptops or mobiles) 
with Wi-Fi capability can connect to the same network and will access the ARM9's IP address on the browser to see the video. 

 

Index Terms— Camera device driver, OV9650 CMOS camera, SCCB, S3C2440, Wi-Fi technique.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Comparing with traditional CCD image sensor, CMOS image sensors using CMOS technology can integrate the pixel array 

and peripheral circuits (such as the image sensor core, single-clock, all the sequential logic, programmable functions and A / D 
converter) in a chip, with a with a small size, light weight, low power consumption, programming convenience, easy to control 
and so on. Therefore, CMOS image sensors have been widely used in various general purpose imaging systems [1]. The OV 
series CMOS image sensor produced by OmniVision Company are developing rapidly in recent years [2]. 

 
ARM microprocessor is currently the most widely used system for embedded RISC microprocessor chip [3] especially 

ARM9 family processor. S3C2440 is a very good 
ARM9 family processor providing a camera interface which is very conducive to the application and development. 
 

Relative to other embedded operating systems, embedded Linux has many advantages such as open-source, multi-task, 
multi-process, highly modular, multi-platform support, performance, stability, so it has been widely used in  
embedded field[4]. 
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The early camera chips are very well supported by Linux kernel, while the OV series chip produced by OmniVision is 
still not supported in the latest Linux kernel. In this   paper, the method of designing the CMOS camera driver based on S3C2440 
developing board with the embedded Linux environment is introduced.   

 
This paper also introduces image acquirement function based on embedded Linux system, and transmits the picture got 

from CMOS camera to the Wi-Fi mobile phone on the environment of Wi-Fi that has been constructed. The main objective of the 
project is to provide a better enhanced way of video acquisition and providing multiple client accessing the video at the same time 
through Wi-Fi which is much more advanced than Bluetooth and provides extra features as compared to Bluetooth like distance, 
speed and multiple Clients accessing at a time etc.  

.  

II.  HARDWARE  DESCRIPTION 

 
Figure 1. Hardware Block Diagram 

 
A. Mini 2400:     

 
The  MINI2440  Development  Board  is  based  on  the Samsung  S3C2440  microprocessor.  Its  PCB  is  4-  layer boarded,  

equipped  with  professional  equal  length  wiring which  ensures  signal  integrity.MINI2440  boards  are manufactured  in  mass  
production  and  released  with  strict quality control. On startup it directly boots preinstalled Linux by  default.  There  are  no  
extra  setup  steps  or  configuring procedures  to  start  the  system.  It  is  easy  for  users  to  get started.  Anyone  with  very  basic  
knowledge  about  the  C language  can  become  proficient.  FriendlyARM.  Mini  2440 with 400 MHz Samsung S3C2440 ARM9 
processor. [3]The board  measures  100  x  100  mm,  ideal  for  learning  about ARM9  systems. On  board  64M  SDRAM  and  
NAND Flash,2M NOR flash with preinstalled BIOS, 100M Ethernet RJ-45  port  (powered  by  the  DM9000  network  chip),  The 
MINI2440  development  board  currently  supports  Linux 2.6.29 and WinCE.NET 5.0.Final Stage. 

 
B. S3C2440:    

 
SAMSUNG S3C2440 uses 16/32 bit ARM920T RISC Technology for the core. Its main Frequency is 400M Hz. It provides a 

camera interface (camif) to support camera. There are  two  models  for  camif  to  transmit  data  with  DMA controller: one is 
called Preview mode, which transform the image data sampling from the camera interface into the RGB format, and transfer it to 
the SDRAM  under control of the DMA;  the  other  is  called  code  mode,  which  transmits  the  
image data to the SDRAM in YCbCr4:2:0 or 4:2:2 format.[5]. 
 

 
Figure 2. mini2440 component side 
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C.  OV9650: 

 
OV9650  produced  by  OmniVision  is  a  low-voltage single-chip CMOS color image sensor, with 1.3 million pixels, 

maximum frame rate in VGA format is 30 fps, while 15 fps in the  SXVGA  format,  and  through  the  SCCB  interface  to  set 
internal  registers.  [6]  Camif  connects  with  OV9650  through the  eight  data  pins  (CAMDATA0~CAMDATA7),  camera 
synchronous  signal  CAM_VSYNC  and  camera  reset signal.S3C2440 has no SCCB interface, so using the S3C2440 universal  I  
/  O  port  to  simulation.  Use  GPE14  to  simulate SIO_C, GPE15 to simulate SIO_D, programming to achieve SCCB protocol 
communication. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. OV9650 CMOS Camera 

 
 Camif connects with OV9650 through the eight data pins(CAMDATA0~CAMDATA7),camera synchronous signal 
CAM_VSYNC and camera resetsignal.S3C2440 has no SCCB interface, so using the S3C2440 universal I / O port to simulation. 
Use GPE14 to simulate SIO_C, GPE15 simulate SIO_D, programming to achieve SCCB protocol. 
 

III.  SYSTEM SOFTWARE DESIGN 
 

     The software design of the system consists of two modules, first is the design of OV9650 CMOS camera drivers and second is 
the application part i.e., live video streaming on web browsers through Wi-Fi. 
 
A. IMPLEMENT OF SCCB DRIVER : 

 
SCCB is short of serial camera control bus, which is customized by OminiVision Company[6]. It is used for writing and reading 

the registers of the camera in order to control the output of the camera.  
 
SCCB data transmission is controlled by master device which send the data transmission start signal, the clock signals and stop 

signal. Usually the master device is microprocessor, and the sub device addressed access to it. Each device connected to the SCCB 
has a unique address (ID). At present, SCCB communication protocol supports only 100Kb/s or 400Kb/s transmission speed, and 
supports two kinds of address forms: ķID Address(8bit). It is divided into two types: read address and write address. The high-7 for 
the selected chip, bit 0 is read/write control bit(R/W); here, the read address is ox61while the write address is ox60.ĸinternal 
register unit address(Sub_ Address,8bit),which is used to determine which internal register to operate.  

 
The main difference between SCCB and IIC is that SCCB uses “the bit 9” instead of“the response signal” in IIC. The bit 9 has 

two types: Don’t care and NA. Don’t care is produced by sub device, and either 0 or 1 is accepted. NA is produced by sub device. 
Since SCCB don’t support multi-byte writing or reading, NA has to be high. So the pin connecting with SIO_C is always set to 
output, while the pin connecting with SIO_D needs to dynamically change the input/output modes.  

 
In the SCCB bus protocol defines the three-phase write operation, two-phase write operation and two-phase read operation. 

Three-phase write operation is used to write data into register. Two-phase write operation has only the first two steps of three-phase 
write operation. Two phase-read operation is used to read data in internal register  has to include a three-phase write operation to 
provide the address of the register. 
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Figure 4.Framework of the driver 

 
Table I. Comparison of SCCB Read and Write 
 

          operation  
 

                 steps 

three-phase 
write 

• Write the write address 
of the sub device 
(IDW,8bit) and the 
“Don’t care” 

• write the register 
address (8bit) and the 
“Don’t care”  

• write the data(8bit) and 
the “Don’t care” 

two-phase 
write 

• Write the write address 
of the sub device 
(IDW,8bit) and the 
“Don’t care” 

• write the register 
address (8bit) and the 
“Don’t care” 

two-phase 
read 

 

• Write the read address 
of the sub device 
(IDR,8bit) and the bit 
“Don’t care”  

• read the data in register 
and NA 

 
Here, S3C2440 is the master device, OV9650 is the sub device. The important function: in SCCB driver are sccb_write(u8 

IdAddr, u8 SubAddr, u8 data) which is used to write data into internal  register of OV9650 and u8 sccb_read(u8 IdAddr, u8 
SubAddr) which is used to read data from internal register of OV9650. Part of the code for sccb_read(u8 IdAddr, u8 SubAddr) is as 
follows˖ 

u8 sccb_read(u8 IdAddr, u8 SubAddr)  
{ 
u8 data;  
down(&bus_lock);  
sccb_start();  
sccb_write_byte(IdAddr);  
 sccb_write_byte(SubAddr);  
sccb_stop();  
sccb_start();  
sccb_write_byte(IdAddr|0x01);  
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 data = sccb_read_byte();  sccb_stop();  
up(&bus_lock);  
return data;  
} 
 
Function sccb_read_byte () and sccb_write_byte () is respectively to complete 8 bit read and write according to SCCB timing 

logic. 
 

Table II. SCCB Timing Logic 
 

 
           
B. IMPLEMENT OF THE DRIVER: 
 

1. registration and initialization : 
 

Here register the camera as a miscdevice. All the miscdevice shara one major device number: 10. Using minor = 
MISC_DYNAMIC_MINOR to get a sub device number. All the miscdevices form a list. Calling the function misc_register() to 
add the device to the list, and registration is completed. 

 
      Initialization includes:  
 

a) Using s3c2410_ gpio_cfgpin to set GPIO to camera mode. Part code is as follows: s3c2410 
gpio_cfgpin(S3C2440_GPJ8,S3C2440_GPJ8_CAMPCLK);  

b) Using request_mem_ region() to ask for memory resources for camera. Using ioremap-nocache () to map the memory 
resources to kernel space.  

c)Initialize SCCB. Set SIC_C and SIC_D to high, which is the waiting status.  
d)Initialize camera. Write the parameters (output format, AGC, sampling clock) into an array, and then using a cycle function to 

write parameters into the internal register of OV9650 through SCCB one by one.  
 
2. Some important functions : 

 
When a application calls the camera, the system using sub device number to find the miscdevice, and then call its file_operation 

struct, and finally operate the API. There are some important function to provide: open() ǃrelease() ǃread(). 
 

a) Open():  
 

     i) Ask for continuous blank memory for P mode and C mode. To speed up data transfer, using a PingPong structure data 
buffer for data transfer, asking for 4 memory buffer for P mode and C mode respectively, and recycling this 4 buffer. When a frame 
data transmission is completed, that is, one buffer of the PingPong structure is full, interrupt handling program can capture the 
output data while the next frame data is transmission. 
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Figure 5. PingPong Memory Hierarchy 
 
ii) open the interrupt for P mode and C mode. Part of the code is as follows:  
request_irq(IRQ_S3C2440_CAM_C, on_camif_irq_c, IRQF_DISABLED, "CAM_C", pdev);  
request_irq(IRQ_S3C2440_CAM_P,on_camif_irq_p, IRQF_DISABLED, "CAM_P", pdev);  
 
on_camif_irq_c and on_camif_irq_p are interrupt handling program: reading the value of pdev->cmdcode, by changing the 

corresponding register of S3C2440 internal camera module to achieve corresponding response, such as switching between P mode 
and C mode, windowing, zooming, updating format, and so on.  

b) Read():  
 
i) Close interrupt. Part of the code is: disable_irq(IRQ_S3C2440_CAM_C);disable_irq(IRQ_S3C2440_CAM_P);  
ii) Call start_capture() tostart capture under corresponding mode.  
iii) Using copy_to_user() to transmit the data in driver buffer into user space.  
iv) Open interrupt when capturing is end.  
 

c) Release():  
 
i) Close camera interface.  
ii) Release interrupt.  
iii) Release buffer memory.  
iv) Call misc_deregister() to deregister the device 
 

C. V4L INTORDUCTION: 
 

Video41inux(short  for  V4L)  is  the  API interface in Linux that is used to acquire video and  audio  data.  Adding  appropriate  
video acquirement device and corresponding driver to it, we can realize the video/image acquirement, AF/FM broadcast and switch 
channel function. This  can  be  widely  use  in  remote  meeting, video  phone  and  video  surveillance  system. Every external 
device  can  be regard  as  special file in Linux, these  files are  called device  file. We  can  read  or  write  them  as  access  
ordinary files.  Generally  speaking,  the  camera  device file  that  adopt  V4L  structure  is "/dev/v4l/video0".  V4L  supports  two  
methods to capture image: mmap and read. V4L defined some  important  data  structure  in"/usr/include/linux/videodev.h".  In  
course  of  image acquirement,  we  can  operate  these  data structure to get the image data. 

 
D. IMAGE ACQUIREMENT: 
 

In  course  of  image  acquirement,  we  adopt  the read method of V4L to read directly the device to  get  the  image  data  of  
JPEG  format  in  this paper.  

 
1. Initializing Camera Device: 

 
  In  course  of  initialization,  we  appoint  the camera  device  file  "/dev/video0",call  open() function  to  open  the  device  

file,  initialize  the member  of  vdIn  data  structure  that  we  have defined  ever,  include  device  name(vd->videodevice),  the  
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width  (vd->hdrwidth)  and the  height  (vd->hdrheight)  of  the  image, pixel(vd>bppIn),  frame  size  (vd->framesizeIn) and  
allocate  the  storage  room  for  frame  data (vd->pFramebuffer). 

 
2. Setting the Attribute of Image: 

 
 The CMOS camera adopt in this paper supportsJPEG  image  acquirement.  Image  palette  is  a very  import  parameter.  

We  defmed  it  as VIDEO_PALETTE_JPEG which  is  valued 21. Other  parameter  such  as  hue,  colour,  contrast can  be  
getting  from  ioctl()  that  is  called VIDIOCGPICT as its parameter. 

Ioctl (vd->fd, VIDIOCGPICT, &pict); 
printf("Brightness is %d\n", pict.brightness); 
Printf("colour is % d\n", pict.colour) ; 
Printf("contrast is %d\n", pict.contrast); 
Printf("whiteness is % d\n", pict. Whiteness); 
 

3. Image Acquirement: 
 

 In course of image acquirement, we adopt read method  to  read  directly  device  file  to  get  a frame  data  to  save  to  
the  buffer,  then  call convertframe()  function  to  convert  the  data  inthe pframebuffer  to intact JPEG data  and then save  to  
ptframe  buffer.  Then  we  can  call fwrite()  function  to  save  the  JPEG  data  in ptframe  buffer  to  appointed  file  read(vd->fd, 
vd->pFramebuffer, vd->framesizeIn); 

Jpegsize=convertframe(vd>ptframe,vd>pFramebuffer,vd>framesizeIn); 
fp=fopen("/tmp/cap.jpeg","w";   
fwrite(vd->ptframe, jpegsize,1, fp);  
 fclose(fp); 
 

E. Wi-Fi TRANSMISSION: 

 Wi-Fi Direct essentially embeds a software access point ("Soft AP”), into any device that must support Direct. The soft 
AP provides a version of Wi-Fi Protected Setup with its push-button or PIN-based setup.  

 When a device enters the range of the Wi-Fi Direct host, it can connect to it, and then gather setup information using a 
Protected Setup-style transfer. Connection and setup is so simplified that some suggest it may replace Bluetooth in some 
situations. 

              Soft APs can be as simple or as complex as the role requires. A digital picture frame might provide only the most basic 
services needed to allow digital cameras to connect and upload images. A smart phone that allows data tethering might run a more 
complex soft AP that adds the ability to bridge to the Internet. The standard also includes WPA2 security and features to control 
access within corporate networks. Wi-Fi Direct-certified devices can connect one-to-one or one-to-many and not all connected 
products need to be Wi-Fi Direct-certified. One Wi-Fi Direct enabled device can connect to legacy Wi-Fi certified devices. 

 The Wi-Fi Direct certification program is developed and administered by the Wi-Fi Alliance, the industry group that 
owns the "Wi-Fi" trademark. The specification is available for purchase from the Wi-Fi Alliance. 

F. WEB BROWSER SUPPORT:       

 Most common web browsers can retrieve files hosted on FTP servers, although they may not support protocol extensions 
such as FTPS When an FTP—rather than an HTTP—URL is supplied, the accessible contents on the remote server are presented 
in a manner that is similar to that used for other Web content. A full-featured FTP client can be run within Firefox in the form of 
an extension called FireFTP. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The experiences show that the driver works well for video previewing and coding. Under the previewing mode, the resolution is 

320X240, the video image is smooth. Nowadays, more and more image capture system uses CMOS camera.  With  the continuous  
progress  of  CMOS  technology, CMOS image sensors are more and more high resolution,  low-cost,  small  size  and  easy 
programming,  its  application  will  become increasingly  widespread.  In  this  paper,  the method  of designing the CMOS camera  
driver based  on  S3C2440  developing  board  and Image  acquirement  in  embedded  linux  is realized   Successfully  constructed  
the  working environment  of Wi-Fi through which the video can be monitored in the laptops. The video can be viewed in the 
browsers of the PC’s that are connected to the same Wi-Fi router or hotspot. As, the whole concept is based on the FTP that is 
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being streamed on the browsers window. Every browser does not support full FTP so we cannot stream the video in every browser. 
The only browser that supports is Mozilla Firefox. 
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